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A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. The Ford Freestyle is a crossover utility vehicle
that was sold by Ford from to Sharing the Ford D3 platform with the Five Hundred and Montego,
the Freestyle was produced with both front-wheel drive and all-wheel drive configurations and
six or seven-passenger seating. Following the return of the Ford Taurus for the model year, the
Freestyle underwent a mid-cycle revision and was renamed the Ford Taurus X , marketed in the
United States and Canada , as well as South Korea and the U. Virgin Islands , and Guam.
Following the model year, the Taurus X was withdrawn. The Freestyle was previewed at the
Detroit Auto Show with a Freestyle Concept before entering production for the model year. The
vehicle was originally going to be called the Ford CrossTrainer , but had been renamed the
Freestyle by the time the concept was released, due to Ford adopting an ill-fated naming
scheme in which all Ford-branded passenger cars except the Mustang and Thunderbird would
have a name start with the letter "F". Although its body and chassis was used to produce the
Mercury Meta One concept vehicle, no Lincoln-Mercury version of the Freestyle ever reached
production. To accommodate production costs for Ford and durability concerns for North
American roads, a number of revisions were made to the platform, making the final vehicles
significantly different. Power came from a 3. Introduced as a model largely in place of the Ford
Taurus station wagon, the Freestyle was marketed as a crossover utility vehicle, a new market
segment at the time. The hp 3. In contrast to a Taurus station wagon, the Freestyle featured
forward-facing third-row seating similar to the Ford Explorer and Ford Expedition. Although
designed with ground clearance between a sedan and a small SUV, the Freestyle featured what
Ford described as "command seating," seating with a higher H-point , to increase driver
visibility and ease of entry and exit. In , shortly after becoming CEO of Ford Motor Company,
Alan Mulally called for a revision of the Ford and Mercury model ranges, saying that the shift
towards Ford nameplates starting with the letter "F" was forgettable in the eyes of consumers.
A key part of the decision was the reinstatement of the Ford Taurus nameplate, which would
take the place of the Ford Five Hundred as a mid-cycle update for the model year. As the Ford
Taurus would be produced exclusively as a sedan, the all-new Ford Taurus X nameplate was
introduced to take the place of the Freestyle. The nameplate change was announced shortly
after its unveiling at the Chicago Auto Show as a production model. To bring it in line with the
styling of other Ford light-truck lines, the Taurus X was given a flush-mounted three-bar
horizontal chrome grille similar to the Ford Edge , as are the headlights. As with the Freestyle,
on non-Limited trims, the lower body and wheel well trim were painted in a contrasting color as
with all Ford SUVs. As with its sedan counterpart, the Taurus X featured major powertrain
updates over its predecessor. To increase its functionality, the Taurus X featured new power
options, including a power-operated rear liftgate and power-folding second-row seats. Although
the renaming of the Taurus sedan would improve its sales over the Five Hundred, the renaming
of the Freestyle to the Taurus X would have the opposite effect, leading to a major decrease in
sales. During its production, the Taurus X was partially affected by the automotive industry
crisis of â€” Although more fuel-efficient than SUVs such as the V8-engined Ford Expedition

and Ford Explorer, full-size crossovers such as the Taurus X were avoided in favor of smaller
crossovers and sedans. The Taurus X was discontinued for the model year, with the Flex
unofficially serving as its replacement. The Ford Freestyle, and the Ford Taurus X, were offered
in several different trim levels:. The base SE trim level, only offered on the Freestyle between
and , was the "base" trim level, and offered the following features as standard equipment: a 3.
The SEL was the mid-level trim level between and , and the base trim level from until It added
the following options to the base SE trim level: a 3. The Limited was the top-of-the-line trim level
from until From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Ford Taurus X. This article is
about about the American crossover SUV. Motor vehicle. January 3, Archived from the original
on Ford Motor Company. January 5, Archived from the original PDF on Retrieved Ford Taurus.
First-generation â€” Second-generation â€” Third-generation â€” Fourth-generation â€”
Fifth-generation â€” Sixth-generation â€” Seventh-generation â€”present, China. HSC 2.
Category Commons. EcoSport Edge Flex through Ford vehicles. E-Series Cutaway F F
Categories : Ford Taurus Crossover sport utility vehicles All-wheel-drive vehicles
Front-wheel-drive vehicles Ford D3 platform Cars introduced in Motor vehicles manufactured in
the United States Partial zero-emissions vehicles. Hidden categories: All articles with dead
external links Articles with dead external links from June Articles with short description Short
description is different from Wikidata Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces
Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Chicago, Illinois , United
States. Full-size crossover SUV. Ford Taurus wagon. Ford Flex Ford Explorer. Wikimedia
Commons has media related to Ford Taurus X. Bronco Sport. Mustang Mach-E. Bronco II.
Expedition Max. Pickup truck. Explorer Sport Trac. F-Series all. SVT Lightning. SVT Raptor.
Super Duty. Compact MPV. Transit Connect. E-Series cutaway chassis only. Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. I decided that if I had to make repairs
that the BMW was too expensive for my pocketbook;. Dealer was responsive and worked
around my schedule. Totally hassle-free experience. They kept in touch after my test drive but
then I got the covid so terminated any further dealings. I visited the dealership to test drive the
vehicle i was really interested in purchasing but was told that it was being used as Rental at the
time. I was told to leave my contact information and they would contact me. I never heard
anything back I tried to contact the same dealership regarding another car but didn't hear a
response. So I was disappointed. The first guy I spoke to was Serge and he was very ugly to me
n unwilling to even try to help me. Another sales guy said he would help me if he could but
never called back. I personally wouldnt give them a penny. I seen they had good reviews but not
towards me. Dealer was professional and helpful. Car was as advertised, just decided on a little
newer car. Wade was awesome - and I am now driving my new used truck. After my accident,
they got me the financing I needed. He picked me up at the rent a car and the deal was
completed in a couple of hours. Overall it was a great experience - I got the exact truck I had
been looking for.. They were very kind, up front about anything on the vehicle. Was all around a
great experience. My trade in was not fantastic, but minor detail in overall experience. The
salesman never told me about the problems with the car the car was way over priced it needed
cosmetic work plus mechanical work. The dealership has very nice employees. As soon as I got
the request information on the vehicle we were interested in they contact us. When we are ready
to buy a new vehicle we will check with them first. They seem very willing to help however they
can. Wouldn't take financing from no one but thier own. Was responsive. No likely to negotiate
on price if not using thier financing. Once I saw car it wasn't what I wanted but Percy was very
helpful his response was immediate thank you. They contacted me within 12 hours. They were
friendly and easy to work with. The Navigator was even better than described. Very nice people
very helpful respond quickly still waiting for a price drop on the blue vibe. Great people. This is
a top notch dealer. Very professional, friendly and knowledgeable. They were very up front
about the car I was interested in and disclosed all the information they had on it. I did not
purchase this car Firebird but only because it was too much car for my son. I personally loved
the car! Munsterman Automotive Group was very professional and nice. They got back to me
right away and were very helpful. Just out car shopping. Enjoyed Visiting with some great
people. They stayed a little extra when they had planned to close. Good people, I trust these
guys. Kevin contacted me within a day of request which is the reason for 2 stars versus 1 star.
However it felt high pressure with him saying it was a really popular vehicle and I needed to get
in asap to see it because several others were coming and it wouldn't last long. A week later he
emails me saying the vehicle is still there I asked for pictures and still nothing. Obviously it
wasn't as popular as he thought or something is very wrong with it. Cheap interior materials
and a noisy engine in the Taurus X have marred an otherwise wonderful reception for this
crossover, which could sadly not last past The Taurus has been a steady, dependable winner

since it showed up over twenty years ago, and the Taurus X is no different, except it offers more
room. AWD is nice, but weigh your need against the decrease in mileage. Basically a carryover
from the vehicle's slight styling refresh in , rumors have circled that it might die as soon as
Standard six-passenger seating can be increased to seven by choosing the no-cost bench
option for the second row. You won't find a wealth of options with the drivetrain of the Taurus X:
one engine, and one transmission. At least you get to choose between front- and
all-wheel-drive. The good news is that its 3. Owners have suggested a manual shift option for
the automatic transmission, which would alleviate some of the hesitation in downshifting that
has been noticed. Reviewers found an average of But then, what did you expect? Its turning
radius could definitely be improved, especially for in-town maneuvering, and pedal feel could
use some serious refinement. It seems too many manufacturers have been overly concerned
with cramming as much technology into their vehicles as possible, with little or no
consideration to actual function lately. While the Taurus X is graced with a considerable number
of features and options, complaints have shown up with regard to their intuitiveness. Audio and
climate controls are hard to reach and inconvenient when you do reach them. The steering
stalks are positioned too far from the wheel to be in comfortable reach and get in the way
otherwise. The one good part would be the gauges, which are large, clear, and well-positioned.
It seems a blind pig does get lucky once in a while. With regard to the interior, it seems function
has definitely won out over form. Fit and finish are exemplary, but the materials used leave a lot
to be desired, with too-hard plastics dominating. Space is adequate, except perhaps for those
with exceptionally long legs. Overall, the seats are supportive and comfortable, especially the
optional second-row buckets, although the cushions in the third row are inadequate for
anything longer than around-town driving. Visibility is good throughout, with the roof pillar
providing minimal hindrance, which can be considered standard for a crossover. With front and
curtain airbags, traction control, anti-skid and antilock brakes, the Taurus X has plenty of safety
features to make you feel more than secure. Additionally, brake assist, low tire pressure
monitors, and a post-crash alert system are all standard, with the only additional safety feature
being a rear-obstacle-detection system on the Limited trim. Complaints have been heard about
a noisy engine, cheap interior materials, and a Spartan third-row seat cushion, as well as
complaints about the placement and logic of the controls. Pretty much every other aspect of the
vehicle has been very well received. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Ford Taurus X listings in your area
Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first.
CarGurus User. Request Information. Authorized Ford Dealer. Why Use CarGurus? Cheap
interior materials and a noisy engine in the Taurus X have marred an otherwise wonderful
reception for this crossover, which could sadly not last past The Taurus has been a steady,
dependable winner since it showed up over twenty years ago, and the Taurus X is no different,
except it offers more room. AWD is nice, but weigh your need against the decrease in mileage.
Basically a carryover from the vehicle's slight styling refresh in , rumors have circled that it
might die as soon as Standard six-passenger seating can be increased to seven by choosing
the no-cost bench option for the second row. You won't find a wealth of options with the
drivetrain of the Taurus X: one engine, and one transmission. At least you get to choose
between front- and all-wheel-drive. The good news is that its 3. Owners have suggested a
manual shift option for the automatic transmission, which would alleviate some of the hesitation
in downshifting that has been noticed. Reviewers found an average of But then, what did you
expect? Its turning radius could definitely be improved, especially for in-town maneuvering, and
pedal feel could use some serious refinement. It seems too many manufacturers have been
overly concerned with cramming as much technology into their vehicles as possible, with little
or no consideration to actual function lately. While the Taurus X is graced with a considerable
number of features and options, complaints have shown up with regard to their intuitiveness.
Audio and climate controls are hard to reach and inconvenient when you do reach them. The
steering stalks are positioned too far from the wheel to be in comfortable reach and get in the
way otherwise. The one good part would be the gauges, which are large, clear, and
well-positioned. It seems a blind pig does get lucky once in a while. With regard to the interior, it
seems function has definitely won out over form. Fit and finish are exemplary, but the materials

used leave a lot to be desired, with too-hard plastics dominating. Space is adequate, except
perhaps for those with exceptionally long legs. Overall, the seats are supportive and
comfortable, especially the optional second-row buckets, although the cushions in the third row
are inadequate for anything longer than around-town driving. Visibility is good throughout, with
the roof pillar providing minimal hindrance, which can be considered standard for a crossover.
With front and curtain airbags, traction control, anti-skid and antilock brakes, the Taurus X has
plenty of safety features to make you feel more than secure. Additionally, brake assist, low tire
pressure monitors, and a post-crash alert system are all standard, with the only additional
safety feature being a rear-obstacle-detection system on the Limited trim. Complaints have been
heard about a noisy engine, cheap interior materials, and a Spartan third-row seat cushion, as
well as complaints about the placement and logic of the controls. Pretty much every other
aspect of the vehicle has been very well received. Since then, his journalistic travels have taken
him from NY to Boston to CA, completing a cross-country tour on a restored vintage Suzuki.
While his preference is for fine German automobiles - and the extra leg room they so often
afford - his first automobile memories center around impromptu Mustang vs. Corvette races
down the local highway, in the backseat of his father's latest acquisition. My battery died and
was replaced. The dvd and cd players no longer work says initializing. The mileage and miles to
next fill are frozen as well. How do I get them to work? Sometime when I turn my car off it want
start back up without a jump. What could be the problem? Please advise. Average user score.
Based on 4 reviews. The Bad Cheap interior materials and a noisy engine in the Taurus X have
marred an otherwise wonderful reception for this crossover, which could sadly not last past The
CarGurus View. Updated Oct 20, What's your take on the Ford Taurus X? Have you driven a
Ford Taurus X? Rank This Car. Cars compared to Ford Taurus X. Have questions? Ask a
question. Browse questions. Favorite Favorite. Ford Taurus X Experts. Know more, shop wisely
Search. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Select Year My car is almost
10 years old and has over , miles and it is not once broke down or become unreliable. The
inside is very spacious and the body design is very sporty and modern. I have a ford Taurus. I
got this car used, and have had it for about 8 years now and I love it! The car is very reliable and
comfortable. It has a place for phone chargers, and aux cords - which is important to me! And
the gas light is very reliable - which has not been the case with some of my other cars. I have
noticed that in the winter, the tire pressure does run low frequently, but that has been the case
with some of my other cars as well, so I do not think it is a problem specific to this car. I would
definitely buy this car again! None, its is a good car. Only thing I would correct is that the
mileage per gallon to be increased. I like the leg room and the smooth driving. I like the legroom
and the smooth driving. Change Year. Owner Reviews. Expert Review. For Sale Near Me. Eddie
Bauer. Select Model: SE. Optional Torque: ft. Optional Horsepower: hp. Optional Curb Weight:
lbs. Mechanical Features 3. Compare Models SE. Gasoline Fuel. Exterior Features Mini spare
tire. Body-color folding heated pwr mirrors -inc: puddle lamps. Body-color folding pwr mirrors.
Body-color door handles. Fixed interval intermittent windshield wipers. Chrome window
surround. Woodgrain trim -inc: center stack, instrument panel, center console, door trim. Rear
seat armrest -inc: 2 cupholders. Outside temp display. Rear seat reading lights.
Leather-wrapped shift knob. Front seatback map pockets. Electrochromic rearview mirror.
Perimeter anti-theft alarm. Woodgrain trim -inc: center stack, instrument panel, center console.
Overhead console -inc: dome light, maplight, sunglass holder. Instrument panel storage bin.
Rear window defroster. Delayed accessory pwr. Pwr remote trunk release. Remote keyless
entry. Keyless entry keypad. SecuriLock passive anti-theft system. Grocery bag hooks in trunk.
Auxiliary audio input jack. Compare Safety Features Traction control. Advance Trac electronic
stability control. Front side-impact air bags. Personal safety system -inc: safety belt
pretensioners, load-limiting retractors, driver seat position sensing, crash severity sensing.
Child safety rear door locks. Tire pressure monitoring system. Heather V wrote on October 29,
Maria K wrote on September 19, Samantha H wrote on September 19, See All Reviews Continue
to Overview. We needed a car with a third row of seating. After driving all kinds of models, we
decided the Ford Taurus X was the most comfortable and easy to use. The car isn't terribly
distinctive, but it is fairly user-friendly. We bought ours used and have only had it about 5
months, but so far we are very happy with it. It has almost as much room as our old Windstar
van and it is has a very comfortable ride. The best part about it is that it has two rows of usable
seats in the back. This particular model was only made for a few years but it is well worth it if
you can find one. If not, go for a Flex which is almost the same thing. I studied, read reviews
and visited many show rooms before purchasing my Taurus X. This was the best purchase of
my life! The vehicle is economical, reliable, beautiful, roomy, and comfortable. I take many
vacations with my family of 5, making this vehicle perfect for our needs. I am thrilled I had the
opportunity to purchase this car and am saddened that Ford has decided to discontinue it.

Overall the car rides nice, but the seats are very uncomfortable. Leather is not real leather,
some type of bonded leather or whatever it is. Lots of issues with the window on driver's side
not working. Been in the garage 6 times in 7 months for repairs. Center console very outdated.
Feels solid, comfortable, flexible, enough muscle for family care, very safe, fair mileage 18 mpg ,
nice ride, low wide stance very attractive. Found reliability problems with battery dying, trans
computer malfunctioned disconnected trans while running, front end strut connectors poor
quality. Been driving Fords since early 70's. Not as reliable now. Wish Ford focused on
reliability longevity and had more comfortable steering wheel bigger diameter please with
thinner ring. This is a good vehicle with great functionality, we had 6 adults in it for a weekend
trip, plus luggage. The third row folds flat if needed. Ford had packaged this vehicle well with
most 'toys' in the limited. I have all features including nav, sync, rear heated heats. My only
complaint would be that "softer" materials should have been used - overall the fit and finish is
much improved over previous Ford vehicles this is my fourth. It is sad to hear that Ford has
discontinued the production - wagons are just not popular in this market place - in Europe most
cars are wagons. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Taurus X.
View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3
stars 2 stars 1 star. Pros comfort fuel efficiency seats spaciousness value appearance ride
quality safety. Items per page:. Sponsored cars related to the Taurus X. Sign Up. Riding on the
same "D3" platform that underpins those more memorable models, this understated crossover
SUV has much to offer families who need a practical people hauler that won't break the bank.
The Taurus X is pleasant to drive, and it will accommodate six or seven passengers almost as
ably as a minivan. Throw in decent performance, a comfortable ride and available all-wheel drive
and you've got all the makings of an all-star family vehicle. With horsepower on tap, the Taurus
X moves out smartly, though the engine snobs among us aren't high on the 3. No one will
mistake the Taurus X for a European sport wagon, but its handling is secure and its ride
comfort is quite agreeable. In other words, this family-minded Ford is wholly adequate from the
driver seat, with the exception of its frustrating non-telescoping steering column. That makes its
versatility all the more impressive -- six honest-to-goodness adults can kick back in the Taurus
X's spacious cabin, and while its 85 cubic feet of cargo space isn't going to have minivans or
larger crossover SUVs quaking in their boots, it's still more than most people will ever need.
Another feather in the Taurus X's cap is the Ford-exclusive Sync multimedia integration system,
which enables iPods and Bluetooth-capable cell phones to be operated via voice commands.
The interior layout is otherwise unremarkable, a bit dated even, but it's undeniably user-friendly.
Some may see the Taurus X's anonymous styling and identity as a drawback, but we like the
idea of a vehicle that gives you the impressive functionality of a Flex in a less audacious
wrapper -- and for a little less money, to boot. Perhaps the Taurus X's biggest problem is the
plethora of capable competitors in this hotly contested segment. However, we think it's worth
keeping the Ford Taurus X in mind as a dark-horse candidate. It's not the flashiest crossover on
the block -- nor even the flashiest crossover among Ford's offerings -- but it provides just about
everything a large family needs. The default seating capacity is six, with second-row captain's
chairs and a two-person split-folding third-row bench, but an optional second-row split bench
seat increases capacity to seven on any trim. The SEL comes standard with inch alloy wheels,
privacy glass, heated side mirrors, an auto-dimming rearview mirror, a power driver seat, an
in-dash CD changer, a leather-wrapped steering wheel with audio controls, full power
accessories, cruise control and a trip computer. Opting for the Freestyle Eddie Bauer earns you
inch wheels, two-tone leather upholstery in the first and second rows vinyl for the third , wood
grain interior trim, the Sync MP3 player and cell phone integration system, satellite radio and
dual-zone automatic climate control. Power adjustments for both front seats with memory for
the driver , power-adjustable pedals, a two-tier center console and a six-CD changer with MP3
compatibility also come with the Eddie Bauer. Finally, the Freestyle Limited adds front-seat
heaters, a second-row center console on six-passenger models , a premium Audiophile stereo,
reverse park assist and a cargo net. Options include inch chrome wheels, adjustable pedals,
reverse park assist on SEL and Eddie Bauer models , Sync, a navigation system, a rear-seat
DVD entertainment system, rear-seat climate controls, heated second-row automatic
flip-forward seats, a moonroof and a power liftgate. The Ford Taurus X is motivated by a 3. A
conventional six-speed automatic routes this power to the front wheels, with AWD optional. The
Ford Taurus X is equipped with four-wheel antilock disc brakes with brake assist, stability
control, front-seat side-impact airbags and full-length side curtain airbags with rollover sensors.
More impressive are the Taurus X's perfect five-star scores in all front- and side-impact crash
tests conducted by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. The Taurus X also
received the top rating of "Good" in the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety's frontal-offset
and side-impact crash tests. While the Ford Taurus X won't set any land speed records, its 3.

However, we're not fans of the V6's noisy and unrefined engine note at higher rpm, along with
the six-speed automatic's laggardly downshifts. The cabin is reasonably quiet at speed, and the
Taurus X provides laudable ride comfort. The Taurus X's cabin is pleasant and spacious,
especially for first- and second-row passengers. Adults in the third row will still enjoy adequate
head- and legroom, a rarity in non-minivans. Furthermore, the Taurus X's low step-in height and
optional button-activated flip-and-fold second-row seats make third-row ingress and egress a
cinch, if not quite as convenient as a minivan's sliding doors. The conservative dash layout
won't get anyone's heart racing, but storage space and cupholders abound. Materials quality is
spotty, though. The Limited's leather upholstery looks and feels good to the touch, but the cloth
upholstery in SEL models is unimpressive, as are the interior plastics in general. In brighter
news, a deep cubic-foot cargo well behind the third row provides ample carrying capacity, even
with all seats upright. For more room, the second- and third-row seats fold flat into the floor,
expanding capacity to 85 cubic feet. We needed a car with a third row of seating. After driving
all kinds of models, we decided the Ford Taurus X was the most comfortable and easy to use.
The car isn't terribly distinctive, but it is fairly user-friendly. We bought ours used and have only
had it about 5 months, but so far we are very happy with it. It has almost as much room as our
old Windstar van and it is has a very comfortable ride. The best part about it is that it has two
rows of usable seats in the back. This particular model was only made for a few years but it is
well worth it if you can find one. If not, go for a Flex which is almost the same thing. I studied,
read reviews and visited many show rooms before purchasing my Taurus X. This was the best
purchase of my life! The vehicle is economical, reliable, beautiful, roomy, and comfortable. I
take many vacations with my family of 5, making this vehicle perfect for our needs. I am thrilled I
had the opportunity to purchase this car and am saddened that Ford has decided to discontinue
it. Overall the car rides nice, but the seats are very uncomfortable. Leather is not real leather,
some type of bonded leather or whatever it is. Lots of issues with the window on driver's side
not working. Been in the garage 6 times in 7 months for repairs. Center console very outdated.
Feels solid, comfortable, flexible, enough muscle for family care, very safe, fair mileage 18 mpg ,
nice ride, low wide stance very attractive. Found reliability problems with battery dying, trans
computer malfunctioned disconnected trans while running, front end strut connectors poor
quality. Been driving Fords since early 70's. Not as reliable now. Wish Ford focused on
reliability longevity and had more comfortable steering wheel bigger diameter please with
thinner ring. Write a review. See all 10 reviews. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available
for the Ford Taurus X and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the Taurus X 4.
Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to
understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating
breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and
reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why
customers like the Taurus X. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and
reviews for the Ford Taurus X and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes
expert reviews and recommendations for the Taurus X featuring deep dives into trim levels and
features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings,
road test and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and
more. This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers.
Our team drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating
how they drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like
you, so we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to
know if there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our
favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car
that fits your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from
our massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Ford Taurus X. Edmunds has deep data on over 6
million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.

Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Home Ford Ford Taurus X. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Hit-or-miss interior materials quality, steering column doesn't telescope, V6
sounds coarse at higher engine speeds. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for
sale. After extensive revisions last year, the Ford Taurus X carries over mostly unchanged for
Sponsored cars related to the Taurus X. Most helpful consumer reviews 4. Side Impact Test
Good. People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 1 reviews. The Edmunds
experts tested the Taurus X both on the road and at the track. You probably care about Ford
Taurus X fuel economy, so it's important to know that the Taurus X gets an EPA-estimated 18
mpg to 19 mpg, depending on the configuration. What about cargo capacity? When you're
thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the Taurus X has And then
there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Ford Taurus X is reliable,
read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's
like to live with the Taurus X. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews,
and be sure to compare the Taurus X's average co
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nsumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering
whether the Ford Taurus X is a good car. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and
feature availability should all be factors in determining whether the Taurus X is a good car for
you. Check back soon for the official Edmunds Rating from our expert testing team Learn more.
If you're interested in the Ford Taurus X, the next question is, which Taurus X model is right for
you? What do people think of the Ford Taurus X? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts
have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Ford Taurus X and all model years
in our database. Our Review Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds'
editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for a New Ford Taurus X? Can't find
a new Ford Taurus Xs you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds?
Should I lease or buy a Ford Taurus X? Check out Ford lease specials. Sign Up.

